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Common variants for (a) are (i) Industry, honesty and temper-
ance are essential ... (2) Industry, honesty and temperance,
are essential ... (3) Industry, honest}', and temperance are
essential . . . We unhesitatingly recommend the original
and fully stopped form, which should be used irrespective of
style, and not be interfered with by rhetorical considerations;
it is the only one to which there is never any objection. Of
the examples that follow, the first conforms to the correct
type, but no serious harm would be done if it did not. The
second also conforms; and, if this had followed variant (i) or
(2), here indistinguishable, we should have been in danger of
supposing that Education and Police were one department
instead of two. The third, having no comma after interests,
follows variant (3), and, as it happens, with no bad effect on
the meaning. All three variants, however, may under different
conditions produce ambiguity or worse.
But those that remain, the women, the youths, the children, and the
elders, work all the harder.—Times.
Japanese advisers are now attached to the departments of the
Household, War, Finance, Education, and Police.—Times.
An American, whose patience, tact, and ability in reconciling con-
flicting interests have won the praise of all nationalities.—Times.
Sometimes enumerations are arranged in pairs; it is then
most unpleasant to have the comma after the last pair omitted,
as in:
The orange and the lemon, the olive and the walnut elbow each other
for a footing in the fat dark earth.—F. m. crawford.
There is a bastard form of enumeration against which
warning is seriously needed. It is viewed as, but is not really,
a legitimate case of type (a); and a quite unnecessary objection
to the repetition of and no doubt supplies the motive. Examples
are:
He kept manoeuvring upon Neipperg, who counter-manoeuvred with
vigilance, good judgment, and would not come to action.—carlyle.
Moltke had recruited, trained, and knew by heart all the men under
him.—Times.
Hence loss of time, of money, and sore trial of patience.—R. G. white.
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